THE MATRIX - WE BE BREAKING IN

IT’S A REAL JAIL BREAK AWAY FROM THE MAYA / ILLUSION OF SEPARATENSS.

THIS HAD ME HOWLING – HOW STUPIDLY SIMPLE.

THERE IS AN AETHER – WITHIN WHICH IS GOD AND INFINITE LOVING ENERGY

SO, AS OPPOSED TO THE IDEA OF BREAKING OUT OF THE MATRIX LIKE IN THE MOVIE – WE NEED TO BE BREAKING INTO HARMONY WITH THE AETHER – AND, THUS, ALL THINGS, OF COURSE.

BY COMING INTO FULL HARMONY WITH THE AETHER AS A HUMAN – ONE THEN ATTAINS FANTASTIC ABILITIES: FROM BEING ABLE TO RUN FOR EVER – TO SKIPPING THRU REALITIES – TO SHAPE SHIFITING, BECOMING A FISH IF YOU WANT – TO MANIFESTING BOTANICAL GARDENS WITH THE FLUTES PLAYING – TELEPORTATION – TO WHATEVER YOU CAN THINK OF. MANY MANSIONS

OK – SO, HOW DO WE BREAK IN?

ANSWER: LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE

SO, LOTS OF AETHERIC ENERGY PRODUCING DEVICES ALL WORKING AT THE SAME TIME. ORGONE ENERGY, SPURLING DEVICES, SUPER CONDUCTORS, CAPACITORS, WHITE POWDER OF GOLD, LOVE MUSIC ETC APPLY ALL KNOWN ENERGY HEALING TECHNOLOGIES. ENERGY IN AN AREA WILL BUILD UP AND MATURE OVER TIME. ITS EASY TO FEEL VIA THE GLOW.

THEN, HOLD ONE DREAM COLLECTIVELY – THAT’S WHAT WE DO ANYWAY – IT’S NOT THAT DIFFICULT. DO YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT A CHAIR IS? MOST OF US DO = ONE DREAM.

SO, WE CHANGE THE DREAM VIA OUR IMAGINATION OF FREEDOM, NO RULES, AND WHAT EVER YOU CAN THINK OF HAPPENS. WHAT DO YOU NOT UNDERSTAND ABOUT BEING GOD?

CONTROLLING DREAMS AND ASTRAL PROJECTION ARE VERY IMPORTANT. TRAINING WHEELS FOR BEING GOD. EASY TO DO WITH THE TECHNOLOGIES.
YOU KNOW IT IS VERY MUCH LIKE A MONSTERY THOU. ONE NEEDS TO SPEND TIME DOING: AGE REGRESSION, ASTRAL PROJECTION, MUSIC, SINGING, GIVING AND RECEIVING LOVE, MEDITATION AND HEALING CIRCLE EVERY DAY.

QUITE EASY ON A COOP FARM THOU – RATHER AUTOMATIC AS VIA CREATING A MAJOR ENERGY FIELD FOR MAKING THINGS GROW, ALSO MAKES THINGS HEAL. ONE SHOULD BE HEARING THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERES A LOT, LIGHT BEINGS & DEVAS COME AROUND, NORMAL STUFF.

ISN'T IT INTERESTING THAT THE ALIENS ARRIVE IN SMALL GROUPS - LIKE THREE TO FIVE TO A SMALL SHIP. BABAJI HAS A SIMILAR CREW THAT SKIPS AROUND HERE AND THRU THE REALMS. JOHN OF GOD IN BRAZIL HAS A WHOLE CREW OF MEDITATORS. THE TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATORS THAT ALTERED DETROIT - THERE WAS 20 OF THEM. COLLECTIVE DREAMING – SAME SONG SHEET.

I JUST RE-WATCHED THE MOVIE MATRIX. AT THE END – WORDS LIKE THESE WERE SAID – IT'S LIKE NO RULES – EVERYTHING THAT YOU THINK HAPPENS. WHO EVER WROTE THAT IS AFTER MY HEART – MUST HAVE BEEN A COWBOY.

CERTAIN OF YOU WILL BE HAVING TEARS LAUGHING. AT LEAST I HOPE SO.

THIS IS INTERESTING: FROM YOGANADA: BABAJI PICKED A FANTACY OUT OF HIS BRAIN AND MANIFESTED IT. THIS WAS A CASTLE WITH JEWELLED WALLS AND FLUTE PLAYERS WALKING AROUND. WE CAN DO THE SAME. AT LEAST OLD FARTS ARE GOOD FOR SOMETHING.